Jeep paint

So you saw this truck with rough-textured automotive paint that makes it look like a rock? Or
maybe you saw one that looks like it spends its days searching the wild for barbarian women to
ravage? What is all the rage about the Kevlar paint Jeep situation? The Kevlar molecular
structure. Makes senseâ€¦. A Kevlar paint Jeep match is all the rage right now. If you want to
paint your Jeep with textured paint Kevlar offers a lot of benefits. But, it does not mean it comes
without drawbacks as well. If you are thinking of slapping a Kevlar covering on your ride there
are some things to think about before. This is a big commitment and it will be front and center
for the entire life of your truck. That being said that maybe the best thing about it. Luckily I have
researched and read everything I can about the damned subject so you can rest assure that
after reading the following you will be able to decide once and for all whether doing this is best.
Kevlar is most commonly known as a bullet stopping material in bulletproof vests. Many
products add bits of Kevlar and use it as a marketing ploy to claim their product is badass. NOT
cotton candy. It was an ugly waste product that caught the eye of a tech. Further development
found they could match the weight as steel and make it 5 times stronger and 8 times stronger
than steel wire. Think of wearing steel body armor from the medieval ages that are 5x as thick
but weighs the same. Add phenylene-diamine and terephthaloyl chloride to get Kevlar and
hydrochloric acid. Interconnected molecular hydrogen bonds give Kevlar its strength. It is
stable in any natural temperature. It is a synthetic fiber that resembles cotton candy. Kevlar is
used in a wide variety of applications including body armor, instruments, sports equipment,
rope, airplanes, etc. It works great in all temperatures. There are certain grades of Kevlar
increasing in quality of strength or weight for example the lowest quality Kevlar K is used for
cars while Kevlar KM2 is used for military armor. Kevlar is an amazing thing. But is Kevlar Paint
for Jeep Wranglers ideal? Answer: It depends. Lame answer. Kevlar is a goopy, rough, and
tumble coating that is great for certain applications. But how does it compare to say, a truck
bed liner like Line-X Body Armor? Or maybe a temporary vinyl wrap? We know the pros and
cons of Kevlar. But what are the pros and cons of other wraps? Mainly, how do they compare to
Kevlar? And what are the biggest deciding factors? Looks-wise each finish is similar in
appearance. Textures, thickness, and weight all have negligible differences. Color options may
be limited with a Line-X Body Armor finish while color options are boundless with Kevlar and
with a wrap only your imagination is your limit with color, pattern, logo, ads, etc. Kevlar and
Line-X coatings are permanent. Want to go back to the original paint job? Just saw a flashy
purple candy glitter finish at SEMA last year? Too bad. You are screwed with this type of finish.
On the other hand, a wrap can be removed ay any time. It will give you pretty much the finish
you had when you wrapped the car. Looking for longevity and durability more than looks and
flexibility? A Line-X type finish will give you that. It can last the longest, require the least
amount of upkeep, and protect your car the best. Kevlar will protect better than Line-X but only
for so long. UV rays from the sun will slowly turn it into doo doo. A wrap is basically auto plastic
wrap reach your own conclusions with protection. Each has its own advantages and things that
will make your head hurt. Choose which is best for you and go from there. We live in the real
world. Not the perfect one. They are not the same as a full Kevlar coating. The thing I hate the
most about any DIY Kevlar paint Jeep project is that the person you have to blame is the person
I love the most in this world. And that hurts when I finish a project. If you are going for a Kevlar
coating you are going to want to take it to a shop. But they are not the same. Unless you know
someone important you are SOL. Kevlar will off you the best protection money can buy. If an
object hits your car with enough force to put a dent in it Kevlar will not do as much as you think
to stop it. Kevlar will add a lot of protection. But if you hit a tree the car will dent. But you can
bet the fender will have a nice tree-shaped dent on it. The finish will look brand new though. If
you think Kevlar will make your car bounce off walls without a dent or scratch you are thinking
of Adamantium ask Wolverine. It will protect against cunts keying your ride, golf ball-sized hail,
and things along those lines. For a certain amount of time, Kevlar will over you the best
protection money can buy. Depending on how much sun it gets, its tan will fade quickly. It can
go from scratch resistant to shedding yeti in a season. Ok many it is not so dramatic but you
get the idea. Kevlar has a certain appeal. The look and short term protection are hard to beat.
Kevlar can be an ideal finish if you have a race car, 3rd, or 4th garaged truck for most of the
year. It is common at truck conventions. For the guy that wants to improve the look of his
weekend warrior sled for years to come, a Kevlar coating is not the smartest bet. After a few
seasons, the finish will wear away to a useless and ugly burden nobody wants to deal with.
Replacing it in this condition is costly and requires a lot of man-hours. You are going to have to
take your truck to a shop to get it done and you will have to shell out the same if not more
money as other finishes available. Maybe a Linex body armor cost is more your style. So a Jeep
Kevlar paint job or any if you really choose so is up to you. But we have discussed what you
can expect if you go this route. There are other cheaper and longer-lasting options that offer the
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more. Most Popular. Load more. AutomotiveTouchup provides an exact manufacturer's paint
match to help you to restore your Jeep's original factory finish. We can deliver an exact match
to the factory finish of your 4x4, SUV, or any Jeep vehicle no matter if its a vintage model or if
just rolled off the showroom floor this year. Our complete auto touch up paint system of paints,
primers, clear coats and more is one of the quickest and easiest ways to complete the job and
attain a great result - every time. In addition to perfect matched Jeep paints provided by year
and model, we can also ship most of the body repair products you might ever need. Just select
the year of your Jeep and follow our easy instructions to locate precisely the right color
automotive paint you need to restore your vehicle's finish to like-new condition. In fact,
AutomotiveTouchup could be the the easiest, most inexpensive way to restore your Jeep's
original factory finish - whether you need a gallon of Ready To Spray Sebring Red for an
extensive repair of your Jeep CJ7 or just need a 2 oz. No matter which Jeep you drive, from a
Copper Pearl Jeep Compass to a Mellow Yellow Jeep Wagoneer or Green Apple CJ5, we can
deliver an exact manufacturer's matched paint in exactly the right size to complete a
professional-looking repair for less. Perfectly matched auto paints for your Jeep are only the
beginning. Trust AutomotiveTouchup to be your premier source for quality body repair
products, too. We can provide everything the do-it-yourselfer might ever need to restore the
factory finish of their Jeep, no matter the year or model. We can ship it all direct to you - from
our signature series of aerosol primers available in grey, red, black, and white and sandpapers
of virtually every grit necessary, to a wide assortment of masking tape, trim repair paints, and
glazing and spot putties. We can even provide dust masks and a spray gun that's a good, solid
value. Bumper repair kits, too. AutomotiveTouchup inspires confidence in the do-it-yourselfer
by providing everything you need to restore your Jeep to like-new condition without any of the
excessive body shop costs or added inconvenience of being without your vehicle for extended
periods of time. Our system of conveniently-sized, perfect matched 4x4, SUV, or other Jeep
vehicle paints, primers, clear coat and other body repair products is setting the curve in the
aftermarket automotive paint industry. Enter your year, make, and model below to find color
matched paint:. Select Your Jeep's Year We can deliver an exact match to the factory finish of
your 4x4, SUV, or any Jeep vehicle no matter if its a vintage model or if just rolled off the
showroom floor this year. Step 1. Locate your Jeep's Paint Code. You can't get a hp
Wranglerâ€”yetâ€”but you can now get the same paint job offered on the hp Ram TRX pickup , a
striking shade dubbed "Hydro Blue. Buyers lamenting last year's loss of "Punk'n Metallic"
orange take note: Orange is back, baby! The Wrangler's orange paint does change slightly, with
the new "Nacho" hue taking on, well, a yellower appearance not unlike nacho cheese. Finally,
there also is a new "Snazzberry" paint color, a deep cherry wine shade. The new paint colors
mark a return of some bright, fun options to the Wrangler's option sheet. Outside of its 12
available paint colors, of course, the Jeep Wrangler remains extremely customizable. Buyers
still can pick from several roof options, including two folding cloth roofs, a hardtop with
removable panels, and even a hardtop with a sliding-cloth sunroof section. You can also specify
body-color-matched paint for the hardtop on certain trims. One open mystery at this point is
whether the new-for Wrangler model , the first-ever factory Wrangler with a V-8 engine, will
expand the regular 4x4's paint color library. Photos of the Wrangler we've seen appear to
confirm Hydro Blue and Sting-Gray or Granite Crystal we can't quite tell which it is are in the
cards, but who knows, perhaps the production version will offer an exclusive new color or two.
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